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Steven Halim (02520110023) 

TOOL DESIGN FOR CUTTING AND CLEANING FISH  
( xv + 170 pages; 29 tables; 126 pictures; 5 attachments) 
 
 The fish are very often found in Indonesia, because Indonesia has a very 
wide territorial waters. In the world of cooking the fish was very loved by 
everyone and very good for health and also very nutritious. Before cooking, the 
fish would have to be processed first. At the current stage was not as easy to 
process fish as you seen and also it takes a lot of equipment when cleaning the 
fish and also needed sufficient equipment for processing and cleaning fish. 
 Researcher on this occasion will discuss about products for cleaning and 
cutting fish, in connection with the final program lectures of product design. 
Researcher consider the research topic for fish products is quiet interesting to be 
appointed as the main topic of final project because basically, the product on the 
market and public were have various types of tool and the average worth quite 
expensive and there are few tools product that has not been made and created 
before for use in specific function. Researcher wanted to create an innovative new 
product for cleaning and cutting fish but will be fused into a single multifunction 
tool that is integral unity with one another. Researcher also hope that through the 
result of product design can later benefit the community, as well as raising public 
awareness about hygiene when buying and cleaning fish also spawned the 
development of innovative and useful new product.  
 In this case study, the researcher sought to cooperate with the fish sellers, 
buyers and consumers for purpose of search related data and the results of the 
final design product can be useful for the common good and public, taking into 
considering of the various social, business, and also psychological. 
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